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ACTIVITY 1 
 

Related theory 
The Electronic systems are increasingly present in the most diverse areas, from 

industry to agriculture. Increasingly, the processes of soil monitoring, meteorology, 

mapping of areas, growth control, diagnostic and laboratory equipment used in 

agricultural operations, are more advanced and offer more information, thus 

allowing better information and profitability of production. A weather station is a 

place where data is collected for weather analysis. They are equipped with 

instruments (or electronic sensors) for measuring and recording 

meteorological/climatic variables. Their data are used for weather forecasting and 

climate characterization, which is why they can also be called climatological 

stations. This instruments and variables can help us in the permaculture. 

 

Key words 

Weather Station, Arduino, Wind, Rain, analog 

 

Calendar 
There is no appropriate season to start this activity as it can be done anytime. 

 

Duration 

About 60 minutes. 
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Learning Objectives 

• Plan and structure tasks; 

• Communicate concepts and ideas clearly; 

• Act with initiative and demonstrate analytical capacity; 

• Recommend solutions for problem-solving; 

• Demonstrate creativity, autonomy and innovative spirit. 

 

Educational Objective(s) 

VET students should: 

• Understand the functioning of Weather Station used in permaculture; 

• Recognise the usefulness and advantages of weather station that can be 

useful in permaculture; 

• Program and configure the weather station for permaculture analysis. 

 

Necessary Equipment and Materials 
• Computer/internet with internet connection; 

• Weather station with anemometer and pluviometer; 

• Jumper wires; 

• Breadboard; 

• Arduino + USB Data Cable; 

• Resistor 10KΩ 
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Task 

This activity consists in the assembly of a weather station with a 

Microcontroller Arduino connection. 

 

Solution 

1) Assemble the Weather Station: 

 

 

2) Assemble the Microcontroller circuit 
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3) Upload the code 

 

// CALIBRATION CONSTANTS 

// 1 rev/second = 1.492 mph = 2.40114125 kph 

#define CTE_CAL_ANEMOMETER 2.4011 

// 1 beat = 0.2794 mm 

#define CTE_CAL_PLUVIOMETER 0.2794 

 

// Period between measures in milliseconds 

#define PERIOD_ANEMOMETER 5000 

#define PERIOD_DIR_WIND 5000 

#define PERIODO_PLUVIOMETER 5000 

 

// Connection pins with Arduino 

#define ANEMOMETER_PIN 2 // Digital 2 

#define PLUVIOMETER_PIN 3 // Digital 3 

#define DIR_WIND_PIN 5 // Analog 5 

 

// Variables for incrementation 

volatile int numRevsAnemometer = 0; 

volatile int numBeatsBascule = 0; 

 

// Variables to conduct polling 

unsigned long nextMeasureAnemometer = 0; 

unsigned long nextMeasurePluviometer = 0; 

unsigned long nextMeasureDirWind = 0; 

unsigned long time = 0; 

 

// Wind direction, reading values to differentiate each direction: 

// int adc[8] = {26, 45, 77, 118, 161, 196, 220, 256}; 

int adc[8] = {104, 180, 308, 472, 644, 784, 880, 1024}; 

// Relationship between the read analog values and what they represent 

// To facilitate, you can use String library 

char *directions[8] = {"W","NW","N","SW","NE","S","SE","E"}; 

int direcaoInicial = 0; 
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void setup() { 

   Serial.begin(9600); 

   pinMode(ANEMOMETRO_PIN, INPUT); 

   pinMode(PLUVIOMETRO_PIN, INPUT); 

   digitalWrite(ANEMOMETRO_PIN, HIGH); 

   digitalWrite(PLUVIOMETRO_PIN, HIGH); 

   attachInterrupt(0, contadorAnemometro, FALLING); 

   attachInterrupt(1, contadorPluviometro, FALLING); 

} 

 

void loop() { 

 // Conducting polling 

 time = millis(); 

 if (time >= nextMeasureAnemometer) { 

 Serial.print("Wind (km/h): ");Serial.println(calcSpeedWind(), 2); 

 nextMeasureAnemometer = time + PERIOD_ANEMOMETER; 

 } 

 if (time >= nextMeasureDirWind) { 

 Serial.print("Direction: ");Serial.println(calcDirectionWind()); 

 nextMeasureDirWind = time + PERIOD_DIR_WIND; 

 } 

 if (time >= nextMeasurePluviometer) { 

 Serial.print("Rain (mm): ");Serial.println(calcAmountRain(), 3); 

 nextMeasurePluviometer = time + PERIOD_PLUVIOMETER; 

 } 

} 

/* 

 

Interrupt callback functions 

*/ 

void counterAnemometer() { 

 numRevsAnemometer++; 

} 

void counterPluviometer() { 
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 numBeatsBascule++; 

} 

 

double calcSpeedWind(){ 

 double speedAverage; 

 speedAverage = numRevsAnemometer; 

 speedAverage *= 1000.0*CTE_CAL_ANEMOMETER; 

 speedAverage /= PERIOD_ANEMOMETER; 

 // Resetting anemometer pulse counter  

 numRevsAnemometer = 0; 

 return speedAverage; 

} 

 

char* calcDirectionWind() { 

 int value, x; 

 value = analogRead(DIR_WIND_PIN); 

 for (x = 0; x < 8; x++) { 

 if (adc[x] >= value) 

 break; 

 } 

 // Ajusting initial direction 

 x = (x + directionInitial) % 8; 

 return directions[x]; 

} 

double calcAmountRain(){ 

 double volumeAverage; 

 volumeAverage = numBeatsBascule; 

 volumeAverage *= 1000.0*CTE_CAL_PLUVIOMETER; 

 volumeAverage /= PERIOD_PLUVIOMETER; 

 numBeatsBascule = 0; 

 return volumeAverage; 

} 
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Project’s partners 
 

 
Centre for Work and Environment 

Giessen (ZAUG gGmbH) (Germany) 
Web: www.zaug.de 

Facebook: @digkomp.zaug 

 

C.I.P. Citizens In Power (Cyprus) 
Web: www.citizensinpower.org  

Facebook: @citizensinpower 
 

The Polish Farm Advisory and 

Training Centre (Poland) 
Web: www.farm-advisory.eu  

Facebook: @PolishFarmAdvisory 
 

Centros Escolares de Ensino 

Profissional (CEPROF) (Portugal) 
Web: www.espe.pt 

Facebook: @EscolaProfissionaldeEspinho 
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